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Comments	  on	  Core	  Purpose	  
	  

…that are concentrated toward the agriculture community 

Neither statement is a strong core purpose. We do not "provide...learning." The use of "sustain" 
is redundant. "Learning" does not "make... contributions to society."   Regardless, the statement 
should begin with the word "To." A better version would be: To provide a dynamic and 
collaborative learning environment resulting in positive and practical contributions to society. 

I like pieces of both. To provide and inspire a dynamic and innovative learning community that 
makes positive and practical contributions to society.   Collaborative and community are 
redundant in #1. You forgot to use an Oxford comma after sustain in #2... 

To strengthen society by building foundational knowledge and relevant skills in tomorrows 
leaders 

This purpose emphasizes health and well being but does not really address that we're an 
agricultural college.  This purpose could just as well describe psychology or biology.  Let's 
employ Occam's Razor:  the simplest answer may be the correct one. 

More exciting. 

Neither statement directly mentions students.      I see our Core Purpose to be related, 
somehow, to students.    Students are our main customers (as well as, future employers and 
society). 

The first statement suggests that the purpose is in place and we are only to support it.  The 
second statement is more fluid and dynamic but needs to emphasize the learning community of 
students who will be out in society making these differences. 

Both statements are very much 'vision-speak', including a lot of 'and' words. THREE in the first 
sentence and TWO in the second. These connecting and defining words make for confused and 
unsure readers.... SEE? 

Innovation an important component. Suggestion for adding to the wording of the second draft 
option of the core purpose:     Inspire dynamic, innovative, and collaborative learning that 
makes positive and practical contributions to society. 

First one has too much jargon (empower, community, etc). 

I like how the first one incorporated the word "health and well being" 

Our role is to provide this to our constituency.  To empower them might mean a place or 
provider other than Cal Poly, which is not bad in a collaborative environment, as long as Cal 
Poly is part of that. 

Keep it simple...even the second choice has too many "buzz" words. 

I like the latter EXCEPT for the fact that it is too general. It sounds more like a purpose of the 
university, rather than CAFES.  A melding of the two seems better:    Provide, sustain, and 
inspire dynamic and collaborative learning that makes positive and practical contributions 
toward the health and well being of society. 

I would take aspect of both statements:  To empower a dynamic and innovative collaborative 
learning community that would provide, sustain, and inspire learning that makes positive and 
practical contributions to society. 

The overuse of adjectives makes the grammar rather confusing. Furthermore, I do not 
understand the emphasis placed upon practical learning. What is practical? Many of the 
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greatest inventions and discoveries were unconventional at the time they were created. I 
believe the focus should be upon making positive and enduring impacts upon the world. This 
brings me to my next point; which society are we talking about? The university talks about 
within their mission that they want to inspire individuals who solve the world's problems. The 
focus should be more upon the world as a whole, not the isolation of one society. 

Sure would like to know what people mean by "dynamic".  I guess it beats its alternative, that is 
to be "static".  I still think this needs work.    Also, who's doing the "empowering" and who's 
being "empowered"? 

I like the idea of a learning community, and making a difference as opposed to making 
contributions. 

I would change 'difference' to 'contribution' 

I really like the first core value. I would change the 'difference in' to 'contribution to' the health 
and wellbeing of society. 

more succinct and easier to relay back if trying to promote to a general audience 

the shorter one is better. less wordy 

Empower is a good word because school is meant to empower students to do things. It give 
opportunities and provides a certain environment. 

Both are very general, but I prefer the second one because it is even more general than the first 
one. 

I like that it connects learning with benefitting society 

I like the idea behind empowering the community but I think this could be better written.  
Something like:  To empower a dynamic and innovative collaborative learning community that 
makes positive and practical differences in the well being of society. 

Second choice is more concrete and specific. 

Not crazy about either.  We are a university!!  No specific mention of students. 

I prefer the fact that this statement says "collaborate learning community" which inadvertantly 
involves student/faculty community while the other one is more curriculum/learning based with 
no real "student" interaction. I do think it still needs word-smithing, but I appreciate the learning 
community aspect. 

Shorter is always better 

It might flow better if the second 'and' were replaced with a comma - maybe even the second 
'and'?  I like the word 'practical' since it conveys a sense of the 'Learn by Doing' brand. 

The second draft seems more concrete. 

I would like to see some more specific descriptors added to the end of option 2, perhaps along 
the lines of ..."in the areas of x, x and x" 

The second option sounds less wordy and more to the point. It is more concise and powerful 
and therefore, I think would be the better option. 

This one sounds more like it focuses on the well being of each of the students. The first one 
saying empowering a learning "community" makes it sound less focused on the students. Just 
keep it short and sweet. 

I prefer the second choice, but I don't believe that it is possible to "provide...learning".  A small 
revision such as "enable" instead of "provide" would make it my choice. 
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Comments	  on	  Draft	  Mission	  
	  
Something people can remember. 

As I understand it, a well-written mission statement should be "clear, memorable and concise..." 
(see http://topnonprofits.com/examples/nonprofit-mission-statements/ for examples). Option 1 
is wordy and redundant; option 2 begins with a nonsensical string of phrases. Option 1 and 2 
both suggest that part of our mission is to attract people to the College. If this phrasing is left in 
the mission statement, it should at least be incorporated as such: "CAFES does X by attracting 
and engaging...." At what point did our mission become to make students socially conscious? 
Option 3 is at least concise. However, our mission is not to provide leadership; it is to teach. 
Mission statement: CAFES produces life-long learners in agriculture, food, and environmental 
science through Learn by Doing education. 

These statements are trying to pack too many concepts into one sentence.    Regarding Option 
#1 - Have we received any data that: (1) students are demanding to be more socially conscious, 
(2) employers are demanding more socially conscious employees? or (3) there is a national 
trend to emphasize socially conscious students?    Regarding Option #2 - The first sentence 
has seven concepts and says CAFES is willing to make organizational changes. Why talk about 
organizational structure? Why not talk about student outcomes?    Regarding Option #3 - Is the 
emphasis leadership, innovation and service? Or education, innovation, and service?  The 
"through education" part is confusing. Again, you are focusing on CAFES and NOT students or 
outcomes.    As a donor, I would want to know "what" you are doing not "how" you are going to 
do it. The Three options focus too much on CAFES as being the focus or the "how." 

As a student in CAFES, I think these are exceptional options. I have combined aspects of the 
options available into this mission statement:    CAFES seeks empower students to make a 
positive contribution to society by:  1) Providing learning opportunities for students to be socially 
conscious, well-prepared, and career ready;  2) Fostering healthy partnerships among students, 
teachers and faculty, the private sector, and the community; and  3) Pioneering innovative 
approaches to learning though organizational changes that encourage interdisciplinary 
collaboration and support Cal Poly's exceptional value of Learn by Doing 

"Educate" needs to be a key word, but the lead phrase is weak.    How 'bout  CAFES educates 
and empowers students to be career-ready, socially-conscious leaders through innovative 
Learn-by-Doing examples in an environment of exceptional staff and teacher-scholars. 

suggestions:  CAFES provides leadership through education, innovation and service in the 
Learn by Doing tradition by:  1. Preparing students to be socially conscious and career ready 
leaders   2. Fostering collaborative and interdisciplinary partnerships that support applied 
research and student learning 

Brief is better. And this one puts the emphasis on our previously stated focus of 'Learn by 
Doing'. Everyone 'on the Team' needs to be able to remember/recite the Mission Statement. 
This is possible ONLY with #3. 

The only option that actually mentions FACULTY.  In all this visioning there is a very 
conspicuous absence of mention of faculty, which are actually whom do the real WORK!!!! 

Option one is the most specific so you know exactly how CAFES will empower and educate its 
students 

Option one better lays out the ways this needs to happen at Cal Poly. 

Though I think option 1 is best, once again, I think the options are too general and not specific 
enough to the mission of CAFES. 
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First statement revised: Pioneers innovative approaches for students to apply research..... 
learning. 

Option 1 is good, but too wordy and too many bullet point indentations 

Option one at least lists education first before research. 

MIssion statements should be easily remembered, that's why I chose #3.  Only problem is that 
there is no mention of our discipline domain - agriculture, food, and environmental sciences. 

Simple and to the point, and keeps Learn by Doing tradition alive. 

prefer #2, though the first bullet sounds a bit too academic, maybe tone down the end of the 
sentence 

CAFES really does a good job of making sure students are career-ready, so I think that's 
important to mention. It seems important to CAFES. 

The word "pioneering" can be used by only a few universities in selected areas of study. 

More comprehensive. Option 3 is too vague, Option 1 is wordy. 

In bullet 1 of option 2 it is unclear what "organization changes" are or what that means. 

Options 2 and 3 should be combined. Pioneers are leaders. 

Slight modification of 2:  CAFES:  Pioneers innovative approaches to applied research and 
learning [delete rest of phrase; seems unnecessary]  Prepares students to be socially 
conscious and career-ready  Attracts and engages faculty, staff, students and employers 
committed to the exceptional value of Learn by Doing 

I think that option 2 best describes the college as a whole in a straightforward way. 

Many students don't want to be socially conscious.  First two are too wordy and too much 
jargon.  Not enough meaning. 

Everyone cannot be a leader! good followers and helpers are valuable too.  learning should be 
listed before research!  pioneering is good, but so much of what we do is not pioneering.  keep 
it simple!  none of these are very good. learning/education is the first thing we do and should 
always be listed first! 

Shorter is better 

Needs to be short, clear and concise 

Short simple to the point 

Simple and to the point 

simple.......need I say more 

Simplicity of Option 3 is good as well as the involvement of pride in Cal Poly tradition.  It would 
be nice to involve the practicality of the college as our relationship with industry, but I"m not 
sure how to incorporate that 

Prefer simple vision statements 

I like the simplicity of option 3, but didn't chose it because applied research isn't mentioned. 

Needs to be something we can remember...should not have to read this in order to tell someone 
our mission. 

I like the collaboration and small-scale differences 

The first option is too wordy, while the last option doesn't go into enough detail. 

More emphasis on sustainability and social consciousness. 
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Comments	  on	  Core	  Values	  

I chose option 1 for two reasons: (1) if Learn by Doing is not an "enduring principle that guides 
the behavior of this organization" (the definition of a Core Value), then your focus groups and/or 
consultant have not been paying any attention to any of their constituents, and (2) because 
"relevance" is not a value, much less a core value. However, option 1 requires editing. Learn by 
doing does not have to be interdisciplinary (that is a popular idea, but not a core value). Learn 
by doing is not "demonstrated by... an approach to continuous improvement." Knowledge is not 
a value (the phrase "fostering lifelong learning" could likely be incorporated into the excellence 
statement, especially as our excellence in teaching is noticeably missing from that statement). 

I don't understand why "Knowledge" must be only "responsiveness to the environmental 
industry."  These buzz words don't mean anything.  I would almost prefer to see all 7 values as 
the values for the College with an emphasis on making them more concrete with simpler, less 
obtuse language. 

Seven is an acceptable number of core values. Use all of them. 

Integrity statement should be combined into the Excellence of Option 1.  Demonstrate within the 
collegial community a pursuit of the highest possible ethical standards and accountability for 
responsible scholarship, innovation, leadership and service as the pinnacle of good 
stewardship. 

Whether I like #1 or not, I must keep it as it is the only one with a Core Value of 'Learn by 
Doing'.  As this tenet has been so fully adopted by the University, Staff, Faculty and Alumni, it is 
imperative to continue. 

First value (Learn by Doing) reads well. The other core values require revision. Excellence and 
Knowledge seem to overlap but both seem to relate to the idea of embracing a "Teacher-
Scholar" model at Cal Poly. Can this language be added in some how?  Knowledge and 
Excellence (Teacher-Scholar Model)  Demonstrated through a collaborative community the 
pursues innovative and relevant scholarship to address industry and societal needs 

Option 1 is the only option.  Option 2 doesn't say anything.  Ethical is great.  But its not what we 
are responsible for teaching.  If someone is presented with a choice between securing 
resources for themselves of relinquishing future security for someone else - the choice is 
hardwired biologically.  They will secure resources for themselves.  Ethics doesn't come into 
play.  Its just stupid to try and make this a part of our core values.      I challenge you to read the 
sentence under "Relevance" and ask yourself if it actually means anything.  It is a string of 
words for which no meaning can be discerned.  I'm sure your English teachers are glowing with 
pride.    I can't believe how dumb this stuff is.  Seriously? 

The first option seems more applicable. 

Although I like Learn by Doing as a main heading, option 1, I think it's more important to include 
the term 'respectful collaboration in the collegial community' to address departmental silos 
and/or territoriality. 

To me, the first option is what comes to mind when I think of the core values and why I love this 
college so much. 

Option 2 + Learn by Doing from option 1 

2 is more unique and stresses the development of the human being. 

Learn By Doing is huge!! It definitely needs to be a core value 

While learn by doing is an old phrase used at Cal Poly, others try to emulate Cal Poly and we 
need to keep this phrase at the forefront of our future planning.  This is not to say it will be done 
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the same way it has in the past, but it is an important future part of our core. 

Option 1 is too basic, not unique. But passionate professionalism is also a stretch. 

Under 'relevance' I would change 'leadership' to 'responsibility' I do not think leadership is 
always appropriate. 

Seemingly we should not have 2 different lists for core values. 

Knowledge   Demonstrated by scientific integrity, responsiveness to the environmental industry 
and societal needs through dedication to fostering lifelong learning     Why state 
:responsiveness to the environmental industry .  This is the worse kind of political correctness.  
We need to be responsive to more than the " environmental industry" 

I dislike the explanation for the value of excellence.  The terms "responsive scholarship" is 
unclear and seems unrelated to the following terms "innovation, leadership and service".  Also 
the word "collegial" is not an effective descriptor.  It is unclear whether it is referring to collegiate 
or professional colleagues. 

Learn by Doing has to be stated as a sole core value or economics may make us lose this 
tradition.  Student success must be paramount.  Everyone puts integrity in their core values and 
it is becoming meaningless.  I do not really know what passionate professionalism would mean. 

I think Cal Poly's motto- Learn By Doing, needs to be included. I also believe that the words 
chosen for the first option represent Cal Poly and the strength that comes with being apart of it's 
community. 

"Values" might not be the best way to describe some of these phrases. For example, "student 
success" and "knowledge" are not values, but rather they are outcomes. 

Add "a" before hands-on; replace "approach" with "commitment" or similar  Don't like 
"responsive scholarship;" sounds wordy for the sake of being wordy  The phrase under 
Knowledge isn't clear; perhaps something like: demonstrated by scientific integrity; a 
responsiveness to societal needs; and the fostering of lifelong learning 

Need to focus on applied research and success of the teacher-scholar model somewhere 

These are very different. With Option 2, you might say that Integrity is already included in 
Passionate Professionalism. Relevance is the best point; it includes "Learn By Doing". 

"Passionate Professionalism" should not be used! 

Knowledge   Demonstrated by scientific integrity, responsiveness to the environmental industry 
and societal needs through dedication to fostering lifelong learning     Why state 
:responsiveness to the environmental industry .  This is the worse kind of political correctness.  
We need to be responsive to more than the " environmental industry" 

Option 1  not an "approach" to continuous improvement, a commitment!  Excellence through 
good teaching first!  Knowledge? whose knowledge? integrity does not demonstrate 
Knowledge!  Student Success demonstrated by alumni who contribute........  Option 2  Integrity--
-huh? BS  Relevance: first clause is all we need  PP, more BS, excellence in teaching results in 
meaningful research? huh? 
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Comments	  on	  Big	  Audacious	  Goals	  

1 - CAFES attracts and retains the best and brightest professionals in instruction, 
research and administration 

Faculty that are highly motivated with regard to undergraduate and graduate instruction 

add because CAFES has a competitive salary in line with other universities as well as high 
living expenses 

CAFES attracts and retains the best and brightest professionals in student instruction and 
scholorship 

I wish CAFES did. This sounds great, but I don't think that the administration actually values 
and supports its current faculty. Attract, maybe. Retain, probably not. 

Research is a dicey proposition to make part of a BAG. Costs will climb as professors must 
spend time away from the classroom to develop projects, acquire funding, perform the work and 
publish the results. Now our professors are nearly full-time teachers. 

Take out the work "administration"  History, currently and in the future this is unlikely to occur 

This is not true.  The best professionals go to the top tiered universities 

CAFES is a diverse collaboration of quality professionals in instruction, research, and 
administration 

our retain record in the college is spotty recently 

I would take out administration.  Administrations do not contribute anything. They are in the 
way.  The relationship with administrators and faculty is by nature advisarial.  So, get rid of 
administrators. 

sounds good, but it is too easy to say, and is not really true---"retain?" 

	  
2- CAFES faculty and students engage in undergraduate teaching and research 

This is not an envisioned future statement.  By adopting this statement, you are implying you 
are not doing this now because you want this to happen sometime in the future. 

This sentence is a mixed bag.. students engage in teaching? All part of the research that 
distances professors from the classroom. 

suggest replacing 'undergraduate' with 'student' 

Not sure we want to suggest our undergraduates will be involved in teaching...that has been the 
exception 

include graduate students here 

What about graduate teaching and research? 

CAFES students engage in undergraduate teaching and research led by faculty 

Undergraduate students should not be linked witht teaching-this is poorly expressed 

true, but pretty drab; anything unusual or the number of undergrads involved in research 
projects 

*actively engage 

the faculty do more than "engage" in teaching 
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CAFES faculty and students engage in undergraduate teaching and research 
	  
3 - CAFES faculty and staff maintain a high level of interest in sustainability and excel in 
collaboration with industry and community 

Compound sentence (concept), split in two.  This is not an envisioned future statement, it is a 
value statement.. 

There are THREE 'and' words in this sentence. CAFES faculty and staff maintain a high level of 
sustainability, excelling in collaborating with industry and community 

This needs to be dropped 

Delete staff .  We need to give faculty respect above staff!!!! 

drop sustainability clause 

CAFES faculty and staff emphasize the importance of sustainability and excel in collaboration 
with industry and the community 

add in students to read: Cafes faculty, staff, and students maintain... 

two different topics--confounded; separate 

what does "excellence in collaboration" mean? 

CAFES faculty and staff maintain a high level of interest in sustainability and excel in 
collaboration with industry and community 
	  
4 - CAFES faculty is supported with adequate technology and professional development 
and have the necessary equipment and teaching tools to excel at their jobs 

"Adequate" and "necessary" are words that should never be used to describe a big audacious 
goal. 

Students use cutting edge theory and technology to . . .. 

BAG, remember? So "adequate" technology??? I don't think so, 

What does "adequate" mean? 

faculty and staff 

good ideal, but the use of 'adequate' weakens the statement 

Much of CAFES equipment is old and outdated, and there are many areas in which CAFES is 
far behind in technology 

Adequate seems like a low bar, thus I did not choose this one, less than inspiring. Perhaps... 
CAFES faculty are provided with cutting edge technology and professional development to 
excel in their respective positions. 

"Adequate" technology doesn't seem to reach the benchmark standard expressed in other 
statements. 

CAFES faculty is supported with adequate technology and professional development while also 
having the necessary teaching tools to excel at their job 

This is a hope, certainly not a reality today 

really 4 topics--confounded; separate 

this is definitely not true, and will not be any time soon! 

CAFES faculty is supported with adequate technology and professional development and have 
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the necessary equipment and teaching tools to excel at their jobs 

	  
5 - CAFES faculty demonstrate a high degree of collegiality and focus on developing 
value-added graduates 

We do this already. 

Compound sentence (concept), split in two. CAFES faculty demonstrate a high degree of 
collegiality with students and industry. 

I think we are doing this within the other statements 

This is simply not necessary. The collegiality is redundant as we work in a college, right?? And 
people are as sharing as they are, no more. "Value-added" - really? Sounds like we're selling 
dish detergent 

faculty and staff 

Value-added can probably be replaced by another word - valuable? 

CAFES faculty demonstrate a high degree professionalism 

two topics--confounded; separate 
	  
6 - CAFES graduates are highly sought after in the workplace for their outstanding 
practical problem solving skills 

add: and critical thinking to the end of statement. 

How about: CAFES graduates are highly sought in the workplace for their outstanding problem-
solving skills 

Some CAFES gradates are, but unfortunately, they are a minority; many CAFES graduates are 
not skilled at practical problem solving 

CAFES graduates are highly valued for their practical ability to address to certain needs of 
society 
	  
7 - CAFES students enjoy a well-rounded, holistic, hands-on education 

(Maybe encouraging more minor degree adoptions) 

Not necessary. And "holistic" - where do you come up with these words - in a Buzz Dictionary? 
AFFORDABLE is the word the students and their parents want. 

The holist part will only occur if departments dramatically change their curriuclum structure 

CAFES students engage in a well-rounded, holistic, and hands-on education 

what does this mean? does it include science and the Humanities? 
	  
8 - Industry recognizes CAFES graduates as the most work-ready and capable 

They do already, though this one has a fighting chance of being turned into a big audacious 
goal. 

Industry consistenly recognizes CAFES graduates as being work-ready and capable 

All colleges should be producing work ready graduates. 

Industry recognizes CAFES educational opportunities and values CAFES graduates 
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As compared to other university grads? 

most compared to what? too vague 

	  
9 - CAFES students who utilize Learn by Doing are prepared to engage in a global 
economy and have a vision for the future as well as the tools to enjoy well-rounded 
careers 

They do already. 

Is there research that shows LBD helps with the global economy? Can we say this? 

Learn By Doing gets them the experience of having physically "done" some the jobs they are 
applying to. 

WAAY too many ideas in one sentence. Try: CAFES' Learn by Doing prepares graduates for a 
global economy. The rest is implied. 

Most CAFES programs do not prepare graduates for a global economy 

Too wordy 

Students who engage in CAFES Learn by Doing are prepared to engage in well-rounded 
careers 

very awkward; confounded 

Learn by Doing prepares students to engage in a global economy with a vision for the future as 
well as the tools for well-rounded careers. 

promising a lot here!  might want to change the word "enjoy." 
	  
10 - CAFES graduates have an affordable education due to improved external 
partnerships and resources 

edit (use of graduates is awkward and the wording about industry suggests strained 
partnerships)- CAFES students receive a top-tier but affordable education due to improved 
resource procurement and allocation. 

It seems dangerous to make this a talking poin as written. 

We have to make education affordable or we won't have students to teach. 

Finally - AFFORDABLE. However now it is linked to external partnerships and resources. Why 
doesn't CAFES take responsibility for this statement? As: CAFES is committed to affordable 
education for California students as we will be accountable for external partnerships and other 
resources. 

What is affordable?  Compared to comparable universities across the U.S. Cal Poly is a 
significant bargain. 

Affordable is $280 per quarter, not the current $2800 per quarter 

Another example of "hope"-certainly not a reality today 

There are other factors 

affordable is a relative term 

"... due to improved external partnerships and resources" while maintaining the high standards 
of CAFES 

"have an affordable education" just sounds awkward.   would the students agree? 
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11 - CAFES collaborates with industry in applied research, outreach, and continued 
professional development 

They do already. 

BUT be careful to not allow industry to dictate our teaching principles. 

Again - be prepared to spend more funds with 'applied research'. Are there really unused 
facilities that can be taken out of current production and dedicated to research? Or will more 
facilities need to be funded and constructed? 

also across Cal Poly and with other educational institutions 

Factual--how well?? 
	  
12 - Industry looks to CAFES graduates as their premiere source for agriculture, food 
and environmental professionals 

Cal Poly needs to be the standard. 

A very fine thought and sentence. Congratulations. 

change word premier to first 

Industry looks to CAFES graduates for their practical skills, but the "premiere" students are 
sought from the top tier universities 

add nutrition 

kind of a stretch here 

Industry looks to CAFES graduates as their premiere source for agriculture, food and 
environmental professionals 

Cal Poly needs to be the standard. 

A very fine thought and sentence. Congratulations. 

change word premier to first 

Industry looks to CAFES graduates for their practical skills, but the "premiere" students are 
sought from the top tier universities 

add nutrition 

kind of a stretch here 
	  
13 - Stakeholders benefit from CAFES public private partnerships 

They do already. 

Stakeholders benefit from CAFES faculty scholorship and student projects. 

"Stakeholders" is too buzz. Name them. Who benefits? Try: Both industry and community 
benefit from partnerships with CAFES. 

Might need a different word than "stakeholders"......maybe "Cal Poly stakeholders" 

Stakeholders benefit from CAFES partnerships 

Who are stakeholders? 

All stakeholders?? 
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14 - CAFES industry partners value the relationship and have rewarded CAFES by 
sustaining and expanding Learn by Doing 

They do already and would likely be insulted by this. 

Industry supports CAFES by donating to student learning opportunities such as cutting edge 
technology, facilities, and training. 

Industry needs to understand there remarkable value of actual hands on Learn by Doing and 
how it prepares their future employees. 

Given the above, I think this is clearly redundant. 

CAFES partners value relationship and have rewarded CAFES by sustaining and expanding 
Learn by Doing 

Expanding opportunities 

"value the relationship" needs to change to something like " value their relationship with 
CAFES, and.... 
	  
15 - The people of California take pride in the significant benefits they derive from the 
CAFES polytechnic education and the resulting stewardship of agricultural and 
environmental natural resources 

Compound statement, divide in two. 

Sounds a bit tooo BAG, don't you think, "people of California"?? CAFES is the pride of the 
polytechnic universities for our stewardship of agricultural, environmental, and natural 
resources. 

This is hyperbole at its best 

Most people of California have no idea of what CAFES is or what it does 

The people of California take value the CAFES polytechnic education and the resulting 
stewardship of agricultural and environmental natural resources 

Change "people of California" to Californians.Passive voice detracts from the importance of this 
goal. 

they do? quite a stretch here!  maybe should talk about people in Ag in CA take pride...... 
	  
16 - CAFES graduates provide a significant contribution to the state’s economy 

They do already. 

"a significant" is a useless term. Be more specific or leave this idea out 

Again hyperbole 

California's economy is huge----CAFES simply does not produce enough graduates each year 
to have a "significant" impact on the economy.  How about "meaningful?" 

Perhaps a fact such as 89% or whatever is correct should be added 

"Significant"==clarify 
	  
17 - CAFES will provide the guidance and Learn by Doing that is necessary for its 
students to make contributions to their respective agricultural, food, environmental and 
recreational services, industries, communities and society as a whole 
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Why limit to Ag, Food, and Environmental students? Why not word it to be inclusive of all 
students? 

Redundant - read the above sentences. Way too long, too many concepts, too many 'and' 
words. 

nutrition should be included 

To make "lasting" contributions...? 

CAFES will provide guidance and Learn by Doing to support students in making contributions to 
their communities as a whole 

Really awkward statement; first time for "recreational services" 

CAFES will provide the guidance and Learn by Doing necessary for students to make 
contributions to their respective industries and society as a whole. 

does provide,    guidance and education.........Learn by Doing approach....... 

	  
18 - One in 50 of the world’s population is being fed by companies led by CAFES 
graduates 

See how specific works well? This sentence works, even though it may be over-the-top BAG 

How would we ever be confident in measuring and saying this? 

The way this is worded is distressing----the world's population should not be relying on 
companies "feeding them." What about "CAFES graduates lead some of the world's top food 
production and processing companies?" 

(I really disagree with this as a goal) 

Is this true?  Not relevant to many of the curriculum areas within the college 

one in 50 people in the world are........are you sure about this?.... not sure it is an effective point 
	  
19 - CAFES is recognized as a peer benchmark in research endeavors and has an 
international reputation as a leader in the area of sustainable natural resources 

Two ideas that don't belong in the statement. The research half is poorly written (and could be 
misinterpreted to suggest that we want to be a R1 university). How can one be a "leader in... 
natural resources"? 

I am not clear on what a peer benchmark is. 

Compund statement, split in two. CAFES is recognized as a peer benchmark in polytechnic 
scholorship endeavors. 

Big expensive BAG in this concept. 

what in the world does this mean? 

Research should not be the focus...this should be...bench mark in human capital development 

What is the evidence for this?  Who recognizes CAFE's research endeavors?  Which 
international group(s) recognize CAFE's sustainability? 

by whom is it so recognized? 
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Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on 
BUSINESS/ECONOMIC CLIMATE here: 

I assume that these points were generated when the advisory council participated. I am 
concerned that Regarding #1; this desperately needs clarification! Faculty are, by definition, 
academics. Does the advisory council want more of the faculty to come from industry, or do 
they want to interact more with faculty so that our teaching is relevant to the industry? In #2 and 
#3, is "community" referring to the community at large or to industry? Regardless, #2 and #3 are 
poorly worded, and as such, I do not know what they mean or how to address them. It seems 
that the advisory council is not happy with its relationship with the faculty. We need to get our 
industry members in the same room with the faculty. 

Difficult to envision greater community needs/outreach considering the course loads and other 
obligations with which faculty have to deal.  A 1.6% pay raise under the new contract is not 
sufficient motivation to get more blood from the faculty turnip. 

We need more time to excel at outreach. It is hard to do without any time provided. 

1. Faculty could benefit from sponsored CE opportunities within the industry.  5. Statement 
should read: ...relevant training for faculty. (The students seem pretty comfortable with the 
technological advances.) 

While I've selected 4, 5 & 6, I strongly support official encouragement/requirement of 
faculty/staff to genuinely connect with industry and community. It is the only way to KNOW the 
trends/needs of industry and the only way to SEEK partnerships with community. 

I absolutely disagree with statement 1, and am too new with the system to comment on 
statement 2; statement 3 is perhaps true.  I also disagree with statement 5, as we are about 
educating, not just training. This would be true if we training students to be cartwrights, instead 
of educating them in wood working and transporation. 

These are all highly negative statements.  It depresses me trying to choose the least of the 
worst.  People must have been in a really bad mood when they came up with these. 

I was looking for more positive conditions, trends and assumptions to choose from; not strongly 
in support of the 3 I chose. 

Very strange.  Hard to correlate with current conditions. 

Number 3 is important, but would prefer something like "Perception that faculty and staff do not 
know community needs and vice versa." 

Several of the statement are awkwardly phrased.  This makes checking 3 very hard. 

#6:  "There will NEED TO be increasing ..."  Add the words need to 

I think there is too much emphasis on practical application in industry and not enough focus on 
the hard science behind the applied concepts. 

This was difficult to answer because it was not clear if this is the current climate or anticipated 
future climate. 

Professors NEED to stay updated with current practices and NOT say that an outdated practice 
is the only way to do things. 

1. "Teacher-scholar" model does not foster adequate recognition of practical contributions to 
industry  2. Instructional programs struggle to keep pace with, or anticipate, changes in 
practices facilitated by new technologies  3. There may be more opportunities for reciprocal 
collaboration in skill development between industry and academic programs 

In my opinion some of older professors have more practical industry experience than newer 
professors. One example is Burlingame in the BRAE department.  Industry experience gives 
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professors character, practical knowledge of real industries, and valuable connections with 
industry professionals that can benefit individual class experiences as well as the entire school. 

None of these represent my views on the business/economic climate. 

I struggled to complete this one, as 4/5 are not aligned with my experience at all. 

I don't believe the first "condition" is true for the CAFES department. The Assumption would be 
beneficial if Industry were to collaborate in training students and faculty. 

What do any of these statements have to do with Business/Economic  climate? 

Again, stop trying to blame faculty for administrator incompetence!!!! 

Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on 
LEGISLATION/REGULATIONS here: 

#2 is poorly worded 

2. Increased influence of special interests and the vocal minority conflicting with institutional 
mandates and goals 

Trend 3-- food safety AND food security 

4. Decreased public/legislative support will necessitate an increasing reliance on other revenue 
streams to fund CAFES' continued provision of high-quality education and training. 

5. Critical resource and sustainability issues will drive policy. 

Personally, all are important and should be included. 

And in the above, we are not uniquely affected. 
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Comments	  on	  Environmental	  Scan	  

Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on DEMOGRAPHICS 
here: 

1. NOT 'difficult - expensive. And HOUSING is by far the largest component of the challenges in 
acquiring faculty/staff. 

1.  Cost of housing makes it difficult to attract and retain faculty and staff. 

1. Low salaries make it difficult to attract and retain faculty and staff. 

1. The cost of living and education limits diversity in student selection. 

1. Cost of living is an increasing concern for both students and faculty 

1. The combination of modest wages, high workloads, and challenges of excelling at teaching 
and scholarship simultaneously with minimal support makes it difficult to attract and retain the 
best faculty and staff. 

Increased competition is number 1.  Cal Poly needs to manage expansion while not losing 
some of the special qualities that this Cal Poly provides. 

#2 The are 58 counties in California.  50 are considered urban.  The population shift has 
already occurred. 

The increase in population is already a trend. It it also very important, and should be included 
with the population shift. 

Population will increase and diversity will increase and unless we find ways to attract and retain 
more students from diverse populations, Cal Poly will become increasingly narrow and elitist.  

Diversity will only increase if we do something to promote increased diversity.  Can we 
implement some way to accept a more diverse group of students or do we need to have more 
diversity in the application pool? 

They are all important, difficult to narrow down. 

Desire of green and healthy lifestyles is a cycle that comes around about every 20 to 30 years. 

Increased competition between students for university acceptance? 

There are lots more demographics that could be used.  The CSU system has done lots about 
student trends that are much more specific. 

reword 4 to indicate with whom we are competing and reword 5 to indicate which population is 
being discussed (world, US, CA, Cal Poly?) 

6. One World Heath Initiative will influence an increase in the globalization of business and 
education.  2. Not sure I agree with this statement. At least, I think things may start going the 
opposite direction sooner than we think in the future. 
	  
	  
Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on TECHNOLOGY & 
SCIENCE here: 

1a. Growing burdens placed on natural resources are revealing the limits of efforts at 
sustainability.  1b. Few technological and scientific advances have succeeded in materially 
reducing demands on limited resources.  4. Policies are more commonly expanding efforts to 
seek solutions to resource scarcity and degradation from local to regional and global scales  6. 
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The impacts of resource scarcity and degradation on economics will prioritize efforts made in 
science and technology 

1, 2, 3 and 5 above are confusing....perhaps need more complete sentences to give the ideas 
some context. 

How is "natural resource" defined?  #4  and #6 confounded 

4. Increase in policy and consumer preferences driving science and technology solutions 

5. Increasing need for . . . 

5.  Increasing role for consumers in driving perceptions and changes. 

All are vague statements (or sometimes just phrases). What about natural resource limitations? 
#5 makes no sense. 

Technology & science as related to cal poly cafes, not just global. 

These aren't really statements.  What happened?  Seems pessimistic. 

I guess I'm confused. What are CP's natural resource limitations? Environmental limitations? 
What is an increase in learning? 
	  
Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on POLITICS AND 
SOCIAL VALUES here: 

3. Increased resource limitations and social trends lead to... 

In #3, drop sustainability and add efficiency 

There will be an increased awareness of farm-to-table initiatives. 

Boo. Less science? Please don't say that. What a terrible thing for an academic institution to put 
in a strategic plan. WE should be fighting against stuck ignorance. 

Less state support for higher education will eliminate the possibility of higher education for the 
less privileged. 

Comment:   7. (switching from credentialing to competency) if this happens, we are in big 
trouble. 

	  
Provide your edits/modifications to any of the draft statements on HIGHER 
EDUCATION here: 

Again, many of these are just phrases. Rephrase #1 as a statement (and clarify what is meant 
by "urbanization... of agriculture land"). #6 is unclear- what is a "unit reduction"? Is it the 
removal of units (the poultry farm, the Hort Unit) or is it that students will take less units, as in 
less lab classes? 

The lab component and learn by doing approach to Cal Poly is what makes it unique and allows 
us to produce a well-prepared body of students. I hope that Cal Poly actively fights a loss of this 
educational component. This is who we are. 

1. The need for new and modernized research facilities, the loss of core agricultural lands to 
campus "infill," the need for infrastructure which can support new "Learn by Doing" efforts, and 
the growing costs of maintaining all its facilities will be serious challenges to CAFES in the near 
future.  4. Admissions processes may potentially exclude greater numbers of good students 
from less advantaged cultures and regions around the state, including rural and inner-city 
populations.  6. Learn by Doing programs (especially enterprises) may become progressively 
more difficult to justify on the basis of staff time and the resources they require. 

1. Infrastructure challenges such as a lack of research labs is a self-inflicted problem. Less of 
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#1 = less of #6. 

2. This is not a complete sentence.   5. What does this statement have to do directly with higher 
education? 

#6 assumes that learn by doing ONLY occurs in lab courses. 

6.  Learn by Doing must be transformed from the current model to provide this using new 
technologies and pedagogy at a sustainable cost. 

Item 6 above makes no sense...How about:  High cost of lab intensive programs will negatively 
impact the ability to offer Learn by Doing instruction. 

Addition:  7. Technological advances provide the opportunity for Learn by Doing to be 
enhanced on campus and throughout the world (online education). 
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Comments	  on	  Goals	   	  

Edits/Modifications to Goal 1 - Students 

A good goal, though one we already meet. 

CAFES graduates are . . . 

CAFES graduates will be lifelong learners, confidently prepared to achieve success in a global 
society. BRIEF is better. 

Cafes graduates will be lifelong learners, equipped to achieve personal, professional, and 
economic success in a global society. 

CAFES graduates will be lifelong learners, personally, professionally, and economically 
prepared and empowered in society. 

Several statements are vague  e.g. "lifelong learners", "prepared" 

"prepared and confident" is grammatically incorrect 

drop "in a global society" 

CAFES graduates will be confident, life-long learners, prepared to achieve personal, 
professional and economic success in a global society 

instead of "confident to", perhaps simply "able to" 

	  
Edits/Modifications to Draft Objectives for Goal 1 - STUDENTS 

The top three objectives are student-oriented, while the last objective is more a structural 
problem from the university. 

It is unclear if the use of the word "increase" refers to what students get (i.e. students will have 
increased critical thinking skills as a result of their education at Cal Poly) or in comparison to 
what we do now. For #4 "learning resources" should be defined and "refine current learning 
processes" should be removed. It is vague, and seems likely more the purview of the Academic 
Senate than the College. 

To me, only 1 and 2 are truly relevant.  What is meant by "professional development" for a 
student.  Learning resources and learning processes are ancillary to teaching students.  These 
goals deal with the students themselves. 

There is a mismatch between your goal and the objectives.  Do you want to increase or improve 
#1, 2, & 3?    #4 is a compound statement.  If we are excelling at resources and failing at 
processes, do you average the scores?    Objective #1 = lifelong learning  Objective #2 = 
success 

Our students need to learn how to write. This should be a focus in communication. 

1. Increase ability to think critically, problem solve, innovate, and be self-motivated 

Use "Focus" or "Highlight" instead of Increase 

Points 1 and 2 are very specific while points 3 and 4 are somewhat vague. Not sure how to 
revise the latter. 

2. Increase written and verbal communication skills. 

3. Increase learn-by-doing opportunities 

#4 sounds like a CAFES goal to help our students, not a goal we want our students to achieve.  
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I don't think it belongs under Goal 1. 

#3 is irrelevant. 

I have concerns about the use of "increase" in the above statements.  Something will suffer, 
and I suspect it will be "learn by doing" as the skills listed are covered in more and more general 
education classes, or become more important than actually doing in labs within agriculture. 

Need some kind of "joy of learning" to be a "lifelong learner" 

Increase interpersonal communication skills 

Switch self-motivated with problem solve; it flows better. 

I think that improve sounds better than increase 

need to mention quantitative skills 

These seem vague and impossible to measure. 

Ensure that all students have opportunities to develop functional skills in some aspect of their 
professional discipline through Learn by Doing programs 

Increase leadership skills 

Increase opportunities for students to actually do something educational and of practical 
relevance such as research 
	  
Edits/Modifications to Goal 2 FACULTY & STAFF 

CAFES will attract and retain exceptional teacher-scholars and staff who will... (why they will be 
exceptional) 

CAFES will attract and retain exceptional teacher-scholars and staff, with the focus of Industry 
related experience. 

CAFES will generate funds to attract and retain exceptional teacher-scholars and staff. 

CAFES will work to/change policies to . . .    I would argue that this sounds great but is not 
currently happening. 

CAFES will....an exceptional workforce 

...by supporting CE opportunities and appropriate financial compensation. 

by increasing financial incentives 

by offering industry competitive salary and providing support for research and research project 
development in the form of time or reduced instructional duties. 

Add an element of service 

exceptional staff and teacher-scholars. 

How will these faculty be retained? It is clear to me that I am not valued as a junior faculty 
member. Aside from my complaint, this is an excellent goal - CAFES and CP needs to figure 
out how to make this possible. 

Is a 'teacher-scholar' different from 'faculty'? If not, use 'faculty'. SIMPLE is better and more 
easily understood. Our students are scholars. Do you mean they will be teaching? 

maybe up to date or modern teaching skills, somehow saying what we are learning is staying 
updated with the changing times 

Paying them a fair salary, higher than administrators 

Teacher-scholars are fine, but I want my education to be the most important thing to them, not 
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their research. Focus should be on teaching. 

Administration does not matter? 

Does teacher-scholar include lecturers and professors? 

	  
Edits/Modifications to Draft Objectives for Goal 2 

1 is SO tactical for an objective. 

1. Faculty will be compensated equitably with colleagues at other ranking institutions  2. Good 
morale will be encouraged through consistent financial, logistical, and technical support for 
research and teaching efforts  3. The teacher-scholar model will be supported by funding and 
assistantships for graduate students, more assistance to faculty in grant administration, and 
continued encouragement of innovation in the development of teaching methods. 

2.  Improve and maintain faculty and staff morale. 

5. Provide time to tool to be successful 

Delete #1 and #2.  It is about the students, not the faculty and staff. 

drop #2;  implies there is low morale;  I personally think our morale is high and getting better 

Again, the word 'increase' w/o specifics is weak. Use a different word or provide specifics. 

As somewhat of an outsider (I am only a lecturer) I am concerned with what may be unrealistic 
expectations for the "teacher-scholar" model. Teachers and researchers are sometimes 
different beasts. I think it's important we retain our strong teaching focus. 

how will increase in faculty and staff compensation affect the resources needed to provide a 
proper learning environment? 

Increase diversity of faculty, staff and students 

Increase Faculty with practical knowledge of Industry.  Instead of #4,It should be "Increase 
Faculty with diverse experiences".  Increase diversity implies increasing the ethnic diversity of 
faculty, which shouldn't matter as much . 

Increase financial support for teacher-scholar model 

need more teachers if we are getting more students- this change is imperative and the effects 
are being seen already 

Omit objective number one 

Need to find ways to eliminate faculty that are not performing to standards 

Remove teachers that arent effective by re-evaluating tenure 

Since teaching is our primary objective, shouldn't it have its own objective?    #5 Increase 
support for student centered learning environments. 

The 'increase' related to compensation and demographics is measurable but not sure about 
morale and teacher scholar support. 

There are many more factors in recruiting and retaining than listed 

It seems that there is already a lot of staff diversity so I do not feel that it is of the utmost 
concern 

I'll only say this once as it applies to all subsequent related questions - objectives, NOT goals, 
need to be SMART.  The consultant was totally wrong about his description of the difference 
between goals and objectives! 
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Edits/Modifications to Goal 3 – INDUSTRY AND COMMUNITY 

...and the community, provided that such relationship doesn't interfere with the overall mission 
of the College, which is to teach and prepare students to successfully enter the workforce or to 
enter a program for an advanced degree. 

A mutually beneficial relationship will exist between CAFES, industry, and the community, and 
serve as a model for university-professional partnerships. 

But industry ties will not influence student opportunities for political reasons 

Delete 'and the community.'    Should read 'CAFES and Industry' 

I prefer to say "A cooperative relationship" as opposed to "mutually beneficial" which sounds 
more contract based than relationship based. 

Local communities and industry are two different entities.  Very bland. 

mention environment/sustainability 

among instead of between 

drop between replace with among 

between' is for TWO items or people. Use 'among'!!! OR use only two items. OR make the two 
items one: industry/community. 

What community? 

	  
Edits/Modifications to Draft Objectives for Goal 3 – INDUSTRY AND COMMUNITY 

#1 Consistently utilize two-way communications strategies with industry and the community. 

#2 needs revisions. How will reciprocal connectivity be measured? 

Include community in #2 

I would add students to #2. 

Number 2 requires clarification. Does “reciprocal connectivity” indicate that faculty must for 
example, attend workshops provided by industry and must hold workshops for industry? 
Number 3 requires clarification. Is the implication that our graduates (or many of them) are not 
currently high quality, industry-relevant, work-ready graduates? Or is it that industry wants a 
larger number of our graduates? 

Point # 2 -  A more complicated way to restate point number 1? Suggest deleting 

3. and leaders 

Add an objective relating specifically to outreaching to the community in order to foster Learn by 
Doing within a community service scenario. 

community and industry are different stakeholders. 

I would like to see more of a local community and contextual aspect integrated into these 
objectives 

Too much of this is misdirected.  #2 implies that Cal Poly faculty are out-of-touch or poorly 
trained whereas, in reality, industry often seeks us out for our specific skills.  Should all CAFES 
faculty actually be able to drive a tractor or milk a cow?  A Ph.D., by definition, implies a very 
different set of skills.  #3 is good but I don't see how it relates to this goal as we are already 
produces very high quality graduates.  We'd like to produce more.  So, is the emphasis on 
number or quality? 
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Edits/Modifications to Goal 4 - LEADERSHIP 

...leader in innovative agriculture, food, and environmental sciences and their sustainability. 

"innovative sustainable" is a mouthful and sort of cliche. Maybe one or the other? 

CAFES will be an innovative leader in local, regional, and global sustainable agriculture, food, 
and environmental sciences. 

drop innovative;  too many adjectives;  if we a re leaders we are innovative 

I'd love to know what " innovative sustainable agriculture, food, and environmental sciences 
means. 

innovative and sustainable can be removed 

Let's do what we do best:  teach.  This is a noble goal but one which I think is ultimately 
unachievable, especially as it relates to global leadership.  We are underfunded and 
understaffed.  We should concentrate on what we can do well rather than squandering our 
strength on too many initiatives. 

Need to add in recreation, parks and tourism as part of the CAFES programs. 

Put comma in between sustainable and agriculture 

Sustainable is hard word to define and I don't think it should be given this much emphasis 

There is a problem with 'innovative sustainable' next to each other, as an adjective canNOT 
modify another adjective. Only something called an adverb can modify an adjective.  try ...... 
innovatively sustainable... or the other way around.   OR ....  global leader in innovation and 
sustainability in agriculture.... 

Why would you list the first two if you really want to be a global leader? 
	  
Edits/Modifications to Objectives for Goal 4 - LEADERSHIP 

#1 goal should be to improve infrastructure we already have (i.e., the educational units, many of 
which are delapidated.) We need to have model working farms and facilities. 

#2 needs the word "of" added (recognition of processes)? 

I don't think CAFES should be so enamored with (tangible) recognition. If we are a leader, we 
will inevitably be recognized. 

I have no idea to what #2 refers. Number 3 is not a measurable 5-year goal. I also have no idea 
to what #4 refers (what are "strategic contributions")? If it's money procured through 
advancement, then why attempt to distinguish between education, learn by doing and 
innovation? All of our money goes towards education. 

Increase is good and important but seems we need something.  measurable  Increase 
contribution to the public good, is very vague, delete or give more detail. 

Lots of variables that affect innovation.  Need to remove a number of barriers also. 

Need to include in the four stated objectives references to internships and applied research. 

Not sure how to edit, but above objectives (1 and 2) are not very clear 

Not sure what is meant in this context by "public good" and "strategic contributions."  Again, 
how will we determine if these objectives have been met? 

Once again, the use of the word "increase" will likely take away from the job ready aspects of 
learn by doing especially if innovation (research) takes more and more of the faculty time and 
leaves less and less to the hands-on aspects of education. 
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Yes, all good objectives -  I still have issues with 'increase'. sounds great, however if it 
increases 0.01%, that's an increase and yet it will be undetectable. 
	  

Comments	  on	  Mega	  Issues	  
Comments	  on	  Mega	  Issues	  
1.  The geopolitical, social and economic environment is changing quickly, resulting in increasing 
risk and uncertainty; how can we prepare our students be more adaptable to change? 
	  

-Each of the 23 statements are written from a worldview of limitation. Strategy is all about 
what CAFES doe WELL and then intentionally staking our "claim" to position ourselves to 
be different than other similar organizations. None of these statements talk about what we 
do well. 
 

2. How do we assure Learn by Doing remains relevant as technology continues to evolve? 
	  
3. How can we sustain Learn by Doing amid current cost pressures? 
	  
4. How will we address admissions policies that are too narrow and diversify the CAFES student 
population? 
	  

-"to diversify?"  What admissions policies? 
-Who says that is the critical factor for diversity admission?	  

	  
5. How can we address income disparity and assure students can afford a CAFES education? 

-drop income disparity and add funding for scholarships in some 
way 
-How can we address lack of public funding? 

	  
6. How can we attract and retain quality faculty and staff in a high cost of living area with the 
current CAFES salary constraints? 
 

The obvious solution is quit constraining the salary as one of many factors 
	  
7.  How do the limited natural resources in California, especially land and water; impact the 
CAFES curriculum? 
 

Can CAFES be a leader in progressive solutions in sustainability? 
	  
8. How can CAFES balance a need for a greater reliance on industry and other diversified outside 
funding sources without detrimentally impacting academic integrity? 
	  

-By lobbying for more public funding 
-change "without detrimentally impacting" to "while maintaining" (otherwise you 
imply that a moderate impact on academic integrity is ok) 

	  
9. How does CAFES meet the demand for more hands-on distance learning? 

"hands on distance learning" seems like an oxymoron 
hand on distance learning is an oxymoron 
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10.  How will CAFES create teaching models that are responsive to how different generations 
learn? 
 

models doesn't mean implementation; different types of learners 
	  
11.  How does CAFES empower students to embrace global citizenship? 
 

clarify "global citizenship" 
	  
12.  How do we address the low morale among the CAFES workforce? 
	  
13.  How does CAFES address the principles of the One Health Initiative and their influence on 
sustainability, limited natural resources and interdisciplinary studies? 
 

This needs to be dropped 
	  
14.  How does CAFES assure Learn by Doing remains recognized as an institutional 
cornerstone? 
	  
15.  How can CAFES address the importance of diversity at all levels? 
	  
16.  How can CAFES assure the competency of the CAFES agriculture degree is recognized? 
 

Do we mean competency or value? 
Recognized by whom? 
there is no "agricultural degree" except maybe the MS in 
Agriculture 
what is meant by "the competency of the...degree..."? 

	  
17.  How can CAFES meet the increasing need for transparency (food safety, big data, etc.)? 
	  
18.  What does CAFES need to do to broaden teaching for innovation? 
 

what is teaching for innovation? 

 	  
19.  How can CAFES leverage the agriculture industry to become a venture capital opportunity? 
	  
20.  What can CAFES do to improve interdepartmental communication and move towards a more 
interdisciplinary curriculum? 
 

Two different topics 
	  
22.  How can CAFES integrate applied research and critical thinking skills into Learn by Doing? 
 

We do this already; none of these are mutually exclusive. 
	  
23.  How will CAFES adapt to climate change? 
 

not "adapt" but "fight" "combat" or "do our part to mitigate" 
Not adapt, but become more sustainable so we don't contribute to 
climate change!! 
Too nebulous 
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